
Roger Stone Sentenced to 3 Years, 4 Months
in Prison by Democrat Activist Judge Amy
Berman Jackson
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The execution of the sentence will be delayed until the judge decides whether Stone’s
request for a new trial after the jury forewoman in his case, a former Democratic
political candidate, outed herself as a leftist who had posted inflammatory anti-Trump
content on social media.
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The state should have control over its water resources that have been rationed by the
federal government. In response, Governor Newsom, following a repressive Agenda 21
environmental plan, sued the Trump administration to block new rules.
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Earlier this week, Barry told a reporter, “I’m famous! I take $200, $300 a day of your
money, cracker! You can’t stop me! Bail reform, it’s lit! It’s the Democrats! The
Democrats know me and the Republicans fear me. You can’t touch me! I can’t be stopped!”

Fenbendazole: A Drug Made for Animals and
Taken by Humans to Treat Cancer
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This article has a collection of information about fenbendazole, which has been shown to
eliminate cancer cells. It is technical information, but the point is that the studies
listed in the article indicate that it works, how it works, and that it needs further
study.
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The National Toxicology Program, a government organization, found that “high exposure to
radio frequency radiation used by cell phones was associated with clear evidence of
tumors in rats.” However, federal agencies, including the FCC and FDA, claim that cell
phone radiation is safe for humans.


